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DISCREET’S ULITMATE PRICE-PERFORMANCE NONLINEAR EDITING SYSTEM VERSION 6

features
- Integrated web streaming technology
- Workgroup nonlinear editing with jobnet™ Storage Area Networking configurations 
- DV/MPEG-2 support
- Sophisticated compositing architecture with nested containers 
- Enhanced vertical integration with smoke® and fire® (“Project Transfers”)
- Enhanced desktop integration with combustion™

- Media and Project Management Improvements
- New cost effective and high performance VGA support
- Advanced Multi-cam capabilities (edit plus only)
- Stand alone Logger application
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Flexible configurations to support compressed or noncompressed image resolutions make edit v6 a professional, high
price-performance offline/online nonlinear with advanced audio editing, graphics and effects creation, unparalleled integration
with other Discreet nonlinear solutions. With its scaleable architecture and flexible configuration options, edit can be used
offline or online for short- or long-form project work as an independent or networked nonlinear editing environment:

- Broadcast: Combined with Matrox DigiSuite, edit offers two real-time streams of broadcast-quality ITU601 video, 99 video
tracks, up to 500 audio, and exceptional embedded graphics ideal for documentaries, spots, promos, or station IDs. 

- Post Production: Work in a real-time noncompressed environment, or use edit to create commercials, promos, or graphics-
intensive projects using edit as an advanced editing and 2D & 3D DVE effects system.  

- Corporate & Multimedia: Web streaming, DVDs, and corporate video projects are ideal for edit v6 with its new content
creation, authoring, and streaming support. Video with rich audio, effects and animation can direct final output for web
streaming to target web sites based on leading codecs (Windows Media Player®, Real Networks®, and QuickTime®). 
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edit 6 extended feature list
† denotes new v6 feature
‡ denotes edit plus feature only

video
- Noncompressed ITU601 broadcast-quality video

(Matrox DigiSuite)
- Variable compression configurations (Matrox DigiSuite

LE, Pinnacle/Targa RTX and SDX)
- MPEG-2 (Matrox DV)
- AVI import
- † Capture tools expanded for greater integration with edit

editing
- Real-time nonlinear editing with fast, intuitive 

user interface
- ‡ 2 streams noncompressed editing, noncompressed

graphic channel, and 4 channels audio I/O (Matrox
DigiSuite only)

- † Single stream video and multiple graphics channels
(Targa only)

- Trims, split-edits, L-cuts, 3-point editing and other
transition effects

- Editable picons for rapid drag-and-drop editing
- Advanced keyframe editor for precision editing

including multi-channel selection, cut-copy-paste,
bezier curves, and extensive parameter setting controls

- Unlimited undo and redo
- Mappable keyboard for hotkey editing
- †‡  Advanced multi-camera with audio synchronization

capabilities include simultaneous 4-source playback at
approx30fps or simultaneous 9-source playback at
approx15fps. 

- Burn-in camera numbers are tracked for multi-camera
angle shot editing (Targa Only)

audio
- 500 tracks audio editing capabilities
- Keyframe audio editing
- Audio waveform display
- Audio Mute/Solo Controls
- AIFF Audio support
- Savable source track mute facility
- ‡ Real-time audio equalization (parametric EQ)
- ‡ Extended audio plug-ins (VST)
- ‡ 4 channels audio I/O (Matrox LE and DigiSuite

boards only)

extended graphics
- Integration with combustion directly from the edit

timeline or bin
- Program integration 
- DVE track support
- ‡ 3D DVE with Pinnacle RTX/3D and SDX/3D 

video solutions
- † Vertical compositing based upon nested containers,

where each complex effect can nest within another for
unlimited creativity 

- † Nested containers reside as single element within
the timeline, accessible for continued editing

- † Unlimited vertical editing effects creation within all
99 video tracks for a limitless creative environment

extended graphics (continued) 
- † Black source clips set to invisible for slips, slides, or

transition effects between video tracks
- † Automatic alpha keying on graphics; multiple

graphics stacks on multiple video tracks are
automatically keyed through on a single timeline, with
full access to all DVE animation and effects tools

- † Multiple layered travelling mattes support including
QuickTime animation and matte import

- † Real-time in-context ”scrub” interaction of all layers
of compositions without rendering

- † New extended graphics VGA card support for edit-
combustion-3d studio max configurations:

- † Matrox G400 for LE/DTV systems
- Matrox DigiDesktop (required for Matrox DigiSuite

configuration)

new web authoring, publishing & streaming features
- Fully integrated video authoring, publishing and

streaming technology
- Preview capabilities enable editor to preview web

video based on encoding parameters before encoding
to reduce time and optimize video quality

- Publish video in a variety of streaming formats
including QuickTime, Real Networks G2 (available as a
plug in after the 6.0 release), Microsoft Windows
Media Player, Sorenson and MPEG-4

- Publishing occurs as a batch, background and
distributed process, enabling continued workstation
use as various video formats are encoded and
published to target URL

- Design and save publishing templates for common
web video encoding and publishing projects

- Edit's NT-based multi-processing, multi-threaded
architecture expedites encoding process

- Export video to a target URL with a publishing page
complete with integrated database

- Automated FTP capabilities enable system-triggered
transfer of web video to internal or external sites

- Complete content creation, publishing and distribution
capabilities including integrated asset management
database, asset management tools, active server page
scripts, and server-side support (Microsoft Media 
ASF formats)

new integration and workflow features 
Project Transfer with smoke and fire
- Project media and metadata transfer for complete

offline/online workflow
- Auto assemble of layered composites; vertical

compositing structures in edit transfer and are
recreated in smoke/fire

- smoke/fire “Soft Effects” color correction and XY
positioning set-ups exchanged with edit

- Comprehensive EDL information shared included
scene, take, description, bin metadata, SMPTE
transitions (with animation data), transitions, and color
correction values (chroma, luma, gain, setup, hue and
their animation parameters)
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new integration and workflow features (continued)
- Inscriber graphics designed in edit regenerate in

smoke/fire’s text module in EDL transfer, including 
X, Y, animation, transparency and transition information

- Audio patching with correct I/O channel assignments,
audio pan and level keyframes, and cross dissolves
transfer between edit and smoke/fire

Integration with combustion
- Share flame-inherited color correction, keying and

tracking set-up files created in combustion and
accessible directly from the edit timeline

- All 2D X and Y positioning data and animation
parameters are shared

- All edit-designed real-time effects pass through frame
buffer into combustion for advanced 2D/3D compositing

- Ability to interact with edit timeline while compositing
in combustion.

- Exchange rendered animations from 3d studio max®

project management
Full project management and bin management including

- † Full capture and editing functionality within a bin
- Pro-style editing within timeline 
- Looped playback base on In and Out points
- Sub-clipping from a single clip
- Seek to source: find clips based on timecode for

source display
- System-wide browsing of source material
- Copy bins and programs from project to project 
- † User-defined text comments available on Q points in

timeline for easier searches or enhanced integration
with sound mixer

- † Safe zone grid display for graphics and image
positioning in TV safe zones

- † Synch sources capability to create a new Synch
source from existing video clip(s) and audio clip(s);
newly-created synch source is has timecode traceback
and is editable and accessible to all other timelines

- † Program sources designed from newly-created
synch sources are editable from bin and source
monitor from timeline for flexibility in versioning,
compositing, or creating complex programming with
multiple sub-assembled versions

- Archiving and retrieval of projects and bins
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additional information
To obtain more information about Discreet systems and software visit the Discreet web site at www.discreet.com
or email product_info@discreet.com

10 rue Duke. Montréal. Québec. Canada  H3C.2L7
United States/Canada call 1.800.869.3504 International call 514.393.0110

Contact your local reseller for sales information. Resellers are listed on the Discreet web site at www.discreet.com
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